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Basic Words
Felis Word
Ehh
Yl
Dil
Ohtikshah
Skra
Hhh
Te
Ske (present)
Kez
L (prefix to clarify)
La
Dohn
Shah
Feh
Sayr, te sayr, sayr te
Teehhnar
Ket
Ke
Illus
Ix (ix)
Sket (past)
Fee
Oohten
Kwoh
Kooee
Kwid, kwidnah
Ssa
Tu
Tu cohvahss

Etymis Word
A, single item
And
Are, is, have
Ear language. Kin relay information by positioning their ears, generally to
display emotion, although other things are expressed as well, including
greetings, agreements, disagreements, and insults.
Get, obtain, receive
He, him
I, me, my, mine
Is, am, be, being (in informal speech it is unspoken)
It
Of
Of (or 'of the') used in phrases such as therah la hahr
Our
Say, speak (by extension - words)
She
Sorry, I'm sorry (or, I regret, I apologize, etc.), excuse me
Surrender, give up, submit
That
The
They
Too, in addition
was, were, been (in informal speech it is unspoken)
What
When
Where
Who
Why, why not
With
You
You're welcome

Scent (Foozaiyr)
Emotion
Abandonment
Abusive relationship (abuser)
Abusive relationship (victim)
Affection for person, people
Affection for pets
Agony
Amusement
Anger
Anger due to pride
Anxiety
Arrogance
Astonishment or sudden flare
of emotion
Avoidance
Betrayal
Bewildered, confused, puzzled
Boredom
Boring person
Claim
Conceit
Confidence
Conflict
Contentment
Curiosity
Demanding
Depression
Desire
Desire (deep, sexual)
Desperation
Disgust at actions performed
Disgust with a person
Dismay
Doubt, distrust
Dread
Embarrassed, embarrassment
Envy
Excitement (Good)
Excitement (Sexual)
Failure
Family-love
Fear
Frantic
Friendship
Frustration
Fury
Generosity
Giving
Gratitude
Greed, criminal desire

Scent or close equivalent
Biting, sour, intense

Mint, pure
Peppery
Snuffed candle
Chalky dust
Stagnant pond or water
Oranges
White of an egg (non-smell), so boring no smells at all
Melon, clove, nutmeg
Citrus (mix of orange/lemon/grapefruit type smells)
Cinnamon bread
Mingling of scents, depending on whether curious to learn or worried as
to possible outcome
Brown Sugar, Butter warming up
Musk
Metallic with tart, yeast-like undertones
Mold
Mold and grass
Stale beer mixed with butterscotch; an unpleasant scent
Yeasty and spoiled mix
Flat and metallic
Cross between yeast and peppers
Vanilla
Cinnamon (Cinnapods)
Crisp autumn morning
Tart
Combination of kanya moss and fresh-turned soil.
Crushed keempahr leaves (cedar native to Felidae)
Sulfur
Mint with crisp undertones
Oily fish

Emotion
Guilt associated with a person,
rather than an action.
Guilt regarding actions taken.
Gullible
Happy, happiness
Hatred
Honest (as opposed to truth)
Hope
Impatience
Indecision
Insensitive, coldhearted
Inspired, idea
Insulted
Irrational
Jealousy
Joy
Laziness
Lies
Longing/Despair (over loss)
Love for friends
Love (romantic), adoration
Lust (extreme)
Lust (past, for ex, a love lost)
Melancholy
Mirth
Pain - Self-inflicted
Passion
Peace
Peace, relaxation
Pride
Regret
Rejection
Respect
Risk
Sadness
Satisfaction
Shame
Smug pride, self-satisfaction
Sorrow
Surprise
Surrender, capitulation,
resignation
Tenderness
Trust
Truth
Worry
Wounded pride
Luc Saint-Cyr unique scent

Scent or close equivalent
Combination of pride (leather) and jealousy (a match strike).
An acrid vinegar scent, deeper and stronger than that expressed as
shame.
Black currant berries
Warm tilia tree (cottonwood) dusted with spices
Rotten green apples
Air after a rain
Minty, often mixed with other scents depending on what caused the
impatience
Smoke, as from a wood fire
Orange and vanilla mixed.
Sulfurus, akin to the strike of a match
Combination of mints, vanilla, warm butter -- unique to the individual and
circumstance
Bitter
Bittersweet chocolate
Sweet, underlaid with buttery warmth
Sweet, faint, delicate
Paper, close to smoldering
Paper, close to smoldering (musty as if aged)
Grapefruit rind (acidic) and vanilla (sweet)
Peppermint
Lavender
Honeyed cream, cream and honey, any mix of the two
Woodsy, with a mix of apples
Cinnapods, warm from the sun or from roasting, depending on strength
of the emotion. Roasted cinnapods correlate to the strongest emotion.
Tanned leather
Tinge of bitterness mixed with accompanying emotion(s), often nutmeg
and lavender
Sharpness of taste, stinging
Fresh linen
Kai peppers (hot spice)
Stale beer
dried hay and crisp air of Fall on Felidae
Vinegar
Burned toast
Bittersweet
Mixture, depending on whether a good surprise and other emotions
Coconut, the scent's strength depends upon the amount of resistance
offered by the one surrendering.
Soft scent, akin to creamy butter and honey mixed with mint
Clean, sweet
Sweet grass
Butterscotch
Sharp tang, stinging
Chocolate and mint mixed

Scent Classification by Color and Tone/Quality
Color (tone/quality)
Pink (sharp)
Red (sharp)
Orange (sharp)
Brown (mellow)
Tan (mellow)
Yellow (mellow)
Light green (earthy)
Green (earthy)
Dark blue (earthy)
Light blue (light)
Purple (light)
Dark pink (light)

Classification
Dry
Pungent
Medicinal
Leathery
Nutty
Citrus
Herbal
Woody
Marine
Mossy
Sweet
Floral

Felis Language
Felis Word
Adel
Adel Jansaara
Ah
Ahdayhoe
Ahma
Ahmahn
Ahmahr
Ahmahreeya
Ahmee
Ahn
Ahn
Ahnah
Ahnahori
Ahneesah (Neesah)
Ahnihr
Ahnsahm, sahm
Ahnsgah
Ahnsgahee
Ahnsten
Ahsgah
Ahsgahee
Ahwa
Anatha
Anodahkah
Ashnrrah
Avahss
Ay
Ayleesay
Ayleese
Aylogee
Ayneesay

Etymis (English) Translation
Angel, Saint
Saint of Silver (Lit, Angel of the Shining Sky)
Exact
Shame, disgrace
Same, same as, common, ordinary
Kin drum with a mid-range sound
Resist, resistance
Put up a gentle fight (idiom: sweet little resistance, resist peacefully,
non-violent or passive resistance)
Friend (deep friendship) No proper Etymis word to translate. Close
friend almost a brother, almost a sister. See Kohmeese
Big, large
For (same word as big; depends on context)
Snake, generic term
Monster (Lit, big snake), by extension, a monster with snakes for hair. A
medusa.
Daughter (Slang)
Son
Cock (Lit, big tube)
Female
Girl, little
Forever
Male
Boy (Lit, little male)
Water
Outcast, Rebel
Birthday
Wings, by association, bird, plane, starship
There
Mom, Ma (affectionate)
Grandmother
Mother
Aunt
Grandfather

Felis Word
Adel
Adel Jansaara
Ayneese
Aynogee
Chela
Chela krees
Cinnapods
Cohahkka
Cohvahss
Cohmeeya, cohmeeyad
Cun
Dadolmin
Dafine
Dahkeenee
Dahn, dahni
Dahssenoh
Dahtimmay
Dak
Daletoh
Dareese
Daymohn
Daymohnah
Deel
Dehseer
Dehseerin
Deseeran
Desseeno
Dezeef
Dhoksi
Dil
Dohda
Dohn
Dok cho
Domin
Domina
Doof
Drah
Drahee
Dur
Edere, Ederent
Ee (prefix or suffix)
Eedohdah
Eelsakeen
Eelsakeet
Eethennar
Eethenny
Eetzesar

Etymis (English) Translation
Angel, Saint
Saint of Silver (Lit, Angel of the Shining Sky)
Father
Uncle
Hook, curl, the shape of a claw, by extension, a claw
Hook knife
Cinnamon-like pods, highly desired as an aphrodisiac on Felidae
Versus, As as (comparing), one over the other, instead of
Welcome
Change, alter; changed, altered, made different, in some uses, unusual
or "weird"
Place, spot, by extension, world
Doctor, Dr.
Liar (accusing a person)
Holy day (Lit, day of holiness)
In, inside
Brat, hellion
Terror
Back, return
Killer, destroyer
Winner
Demon, devil, evil one
Devilish, vile, evil
Death before dishonor
Hot (sexual sensation, as in lovemaking), desirous, wanting sex, See
dehseerin, kowrah
Person who desires sex often, a good quality in a mate
Slut, whore
Stop, desist
Abandon, to leave alone
Sweetheart, lover
Are, is, have
Same as Eedohdah, diminutive for Daddy, Papa
Our
Hello, hi
Wife (mate), Mrs., Ma'am
Husband (mate), Mr., Sir (see indihra)
Oaf, clumsy person, awkward (slang)
Story
Story for children, fairy tale (Lit, little story)
Day (of the week), dah in combination with other words (i.e., dahkeenee,
holy day or holiday)
Hunger, hungry
Little, small
Daddy, Papa
Cousin female
Cousin male
Argument between females, (Lit, little fight, said of debate, clan council
discussions) see Eethenny
Argument between males (Lit, little fight, considered petty), used as an
insult to warriors (i.e., “tu eethenny”; you fight over nothing) see
Eethennar
Ambassador (Lit, little ruler)

Felis Word
Adel
Adel Jansaara
Ehh
Ehnahahmahr
En
Esskeet
Estt
Fasreen
Fay
Faysa
Fee
Feen
Feh
Fehdiss
Fesseh
Fetor
Ffffftt
Fffittss
Findrahdor
Fine
Finnay
Foon
Foozaiyr
Fossik
Fret
Fuuma
Gahdu
Gahshee
Gard
Gowdur
Grrff
Grrll
Grrllffy
Grrrllff
Grrrrllff
Hammer
Haweeya
Hee
Hhah
Hhahrah
Hhahva
Hhahvahcun
Hheen, hheenah
Hhh
Hori
Hynder
Ihlkeet, keet (slang)
Illus
Indihra t'hahr

Etymis (English) Translation
Angel, Saint
Saint of Silver (Lit, Angel of the Shining Sky)
A, single item
Give in, submit, bow to the will of another (Lit, not resist) (Eh-nah-ahmahr)
In, inside, within (based on context, i.e., en Felis means "in Felis")
Perfect
Else, more (Sharp sound with tip of tongue)
Lightning
This, that, this thing, that thing, a specific item
Curious
What
From
She
Trust, confide, have faith
Spank, swat
Stench, rotting smell
F-word
Pain in the ass, royal pain, big annoyance, (idiom)
Liar, a or the (title) (Lit, false one); said of the devil
Lie
Tricky, sly, whether good or bad depends on context
Tease, prank
Scent, smell (noun)
Scavenge, hunt behind a hunter. Unattached males often fossick
leavings of the female hunters, in order to find food. Also used in a
derogatory term for a poor hunter. "She's a fossik."
Face
Kit, especially a drumkit, group of things belonging together
Bread (whole grain, made with honey and yeast)
Drumstick for Kin drums, straight with slightly rounded tip, various
weights are indicated by the suffix.
Safe, keep safe
Good day, informal
Unhappy sound
Displeased sound
Upset with, angry, irritated
Angry sound
Deep displeasure sound
Penis
Meat (in general)
Us
Name
Cling (childlike)
World
World (Lit, home place, also homeworld)
Sex, sexual
He (pronoun)
Snake, also slang for an untrustworthy person
Horse
Sister, sis
They
Ruler of my heart (said to a male with great affection),

Felis Word
Adel
Adel Jansaara
Indihra, Indihr
Insanctah
Insanctus
Iss
Ix
Jahveloh
Joi
Joinkahl (v)
Kahhoom
Kahlah (n)
Kahmay t'hahr
Kahta, kahtas
Kai
Kanya
Ke
Ke mortay chela krees
Keeell
Keef
Keehn
Keempahr

Keen
Keenee
Keen-sah
Keet-sah
Keshokk
Kesspa, kesspan
Ket
Kez
Khn
Khndah
Kikk
Kin
Kinthu
Kirkoh, kirkohz
Kits, kitsed

Kkkhh
Kklnahder
Kleemahr
Klkk

Etymis (English) Translation
Angel, Saint
Saint of Silver (Lit, Angel of the Shining Sky)
Household ruler (male, female)
Dishonor, personal
Dishonor, unworthy of community, by extension, trade (cut off from)
Ice
Too, in addition, too much, in excess
Spear
Lick, to tongue
Taste, sample, by extension, sip. (Lit, lick smell)
Thunder
Kin's ability to smell emotions
My hero (Lit, Defender of my heart)
Eye, eyes
Sweet, tangy peppercorn grown on Felidae, when dried they are
extremely hot
Tree with wide leaves, oak-like
The
Lit, the death hook knife; execution by the Pride Council in which the
victim is sliced into pieces while still alive, in rare cases, a mercy killing
is performed before beginning the punishment.
Great! Yay! (can be used sarcastically)
Handsome
Store (verb. action of putting away or keeping; also said of savings)
Cedar type tree with pungent leaves, often used to make healing oils
used to soothe skin, and as incense to clear congestion. The tree grows
straight and tall, and because its wood is rot-free, is often used in
construction.
Maker, creator
God, Creator (always capitalized) Keenee combined with other words
means holy or holiness, as in dahkeenee, holy day
Cousin female, slang
Cousin male, slang
Duty
Sharp, sharpen
That
It
Store (n. grocery)
Store (n. non-grocery)
A mix of checkers and backgammon requiring claws to play properly.
Pieces are dropped into holes and removed with a claw tip.
Pride, also the name of the inhabitants of Felidae.
Pride attached to action. Taking pride, having pride, also a rallying cry to
gather as a people rather than as separate clans.
Circle (shape), circle (verb)
Subsonic vocalizations used by Kin warriors to communicate silently
while tracking dangerous prey. Humans cannot hear them. Males are
forbidden its use, but most do around other males. Some females
believe incorrectly, that it is impossible for males to speak it.
Excrement, swear word
Institute
Temperature
Hot (physical sensation, as for a stove)

Felis Word
Adel
Adel Jansaara
Kohmeese
Kolahr

Konorees
Konorus, Konorun
Kooee
Koom
Kowrah
Kowrahnee
Krees
Krona
Kwid, kwidnah
Kwoh
Kyer, dakyer
Kz
Kzynder
L (prefix to clarify)
La
Lagarto, "lagarto, lagarto"
Lahseev
Langor
Lank
Lankeel
Leese, leeses
Lekees
Letoh
Loh
Loy
Lun
Lusstin
Mahhee
Mahtiff
Mahtishree
Mee
Mehlchaffy
Minere

Mohlahff
Mohlahffsin
Moll
Mollwahn

Etymis (English) Translation
Angel, Saint
Saint of Silver (Lit, Angel of the Shining Sky)
Friend, acquaintance, casual relationship
Green, leafy vegetable similar to spinach, grown in various colors from
light to dark greens and purples. Used like lettuce in salads, on
sandwiches, or steamed and eaten with a splash of vinegar or wine.
Used within various dishes, often in thick soups with meat.
Music
Song, Sing
Who
Kin drum with the deepest sound
Fire, by extension, lustful feelings, see dehseer
Hottie, slang mixing kowrah (hot) with ansgah (male), the ee makes it
diminutive, endearing
Knife
Diadem, circlet of clan-stones worn by the tzesareen of the clan; mark of
a prince. Also worn by the mate of a future tzesar.
Why, why not
Where
Therapy, therapist
War, battle
Warhorse. A large, powerfully muscled and agile horse used to carry
warriors into battle.
Of
Of (or 'of the') used in phrases such as therah la hahr
Lizard; said twice, it is an idiom which equates to "knock on wood"
Play, frolic
Vagina
Lips
Tongue
Sound, sounds
Week
Kill, destroy
Inside
Loyal
Month
Struggle, fight
Dolphin
Make, create
Be romantic, have a romance, fall in love, create a loving relationship
Under, beneath
Melancholy, sadness, depression, somber feelings, grief
Disease found solely among Kin children. It begins much like strep,
deepens into pneumonia-like symptoms and ends with long periods of
high fever, often causing damage to the heart, eyes, and immune
system. Life expectancy is less than forty years for victims.
Teeth
Tooth
Move, moves
Council member in general, politician (Lit, moves mouth)

Felis Word
Adel
Adel Jansaara
Mortay Wahn

Mortay, mortayn, mortayng
Mowr (as slang)
Mowt

Mwah
Nah
Nah kkkhh
Nahee
Naheeling
Nahfret
Nahkin
Nahloy
Nahmee
Nahn
Nahsgee
Nahsgee ahn Ahnsgah
Nahtay
Nahteef

Etymis (English) Translation
Angel, Saint
Saint of Silver (Lit, Angel of the Shining Sky)
Eater of the dead, a type of vulture that is also a bird of prey (Lit, Dead
mouth). "Sacred birds of the sky." Their wings are silent in flight. The call
of a mortay wahn is said to sound like a "death scream" although few
have heard it, except in the highest mountain ranges where the birds
breed during the warm seasons. The air is clear, cold, and thin, giving
rise to the myth that mortay wahn do not breathe.
Honorable Kin are "given" to the Mortay Wahn at death. The dead are
stripped, washed by the males of the clan with water blessed by the
elders of the clan, and the finest garments of the dead are placed on
raised cot-like altars. The bodies are then laid out with items precious to
them in life, and the entire top is covered by a death shroud of finely
tooled leather. On the day of the funeral, the death shroud is removed,
and the clan gathers to pray blessings over the soul of the dead. The
eldest family members wait a respectful distance from the body until the
birds land and begin pecking. This is taken as acceptance of the soul
into glory.
NOTE: Term is also synonymous with "boogie man" in Kin fables in
which villains are blindfolded and staked spread-eagled in the dark for
the Mortay Wahn to devour. The villain not being able to see the silent
birds as they approach makes it especially terrifying.
NEW USAGE: Rescuer of Kin males sold into slavery or abused. Mortay
Wahn is a figure dressed all in black, head to toe, with black-eyes like
the bird. In human terms, a Zorro or Robin Hood type hero, much
revered. Not a fable, but the identity (or identities) of the person(s) is
unknown. He appears out of nowhere, saves the Kin male, often
bestowing him with money or other items need to survive, and then
disappears again, usually before being properly thanked. Luc Saint-Cyr's
appearance suggests it is he, but he denies this and has been in public
during episodes when Mortay Wahn is said to be active.
Dead, death, dying
Happy sound (Well. OK. Good.)
Mowt, a mouse-sized animal with a long prehensile tail and opposing
thumbs. Highly intelligent and prized by humans as pets. Although they
were once used as lab animals, humans now consider such treatment
unethical. To Kin they're snacks to be chased for fun before eating. They
snap the mowt's neck and pop it whole into their mouths, crunching
bones and slurping the tail like spaghetti. Mowt is both a Felis and
Etymis (English) word.
Kiss (noun and verb)
Negative prefix
No shit
Human, alien (Lit, not us)
Unbroken horse; someone without discipline
Stupid (Lit, no face)
Equates to inhumane (not Kin-like)
Betray
Above, atop, upon
Nothing, not
Only
For Women Only (Lit, Only for Females)
Live (lives)
Upset, freaked out, clamoring

Felis Word
Adel
Adel Jansaara
Nahvolens, volens, volensah
Nahzehtisik
Naytathenny
Neeleesah
Neeleesah-shree
Neesah
Nehfay
Nehvay
Nife dak rohk
Nim
Nitorr
Nohi
Nokk, nokkens
Ohnahmeeyana
Oohntow
Oohten
Ossoh, ossohs, ossohen
Pah
Pfstt
Pfsttsin
Pinus
Plah (v)
Plahga
Plahwahn
Prahsodee (PRAH-so-dee)
Premerss (PREM-erss)
Pro
Pysee (Pie-see)
Ramz
Reese
Roff (n)
Rokk
Romtzeet
Rone
Rrrl, rrrled rrrling
Saa
Sahkeet, sah
Sahneer
Sahnimay
Sanctah (n)
Sanctus (n)
Sauk
Saukus
Sayr, te sayr, sayr te
Seeyoo
Shah
Shahleese
Shahmahsee
Shahssee

Etymis (English) Translation
Angel, Saint
Saint of Silver (Lit, Angel of the Shining Sky)
Unwilling, willing, very willing
Stupid person, one who acts in a stupid manner when knowing better
Ass kicking, major fight
Family
Family-love [sacred]
Little girl (affectionate term)
Life (noun)
Navel, belly button
Be cool (idiom, Lit, back at you)
Bite
Lightning bug, firefly
Save
Bead, beading
Erotic dream, by extension, masturbating
Good hunting (common farewell)
When
Bone, bones, bony
Yes, okay
Fang or fangs (no plural form)
One-fang (noun, idiom, insulting) Someone unworthy of being bitten with
both fangs, so weak he can be subdued with only one fang
Pine
To dine, to take a meal with someone
Digest (food)
Eat food
Legal claiming, also council ruling, or court order
Bitten off, broken off, a chewed-looking edge or wound
Against
Fish pet kept by Mehrenn Ruh
Son of a female breeder
Win
Drink, a drink (n)
Considering, used with other words
Testosterone
Sneak, stalk, secretive movement
Deep rumble in the chest made by Kin males as a warning to other
males, a signal they will fight for territory.
Sky
Brother, bro
Anything, something, indefinite
Cock biter (insult, Kin would not say "sucker")
Honor (personal)
Honor of the highest type, worthy of trade
River
River rapids
Sorry, I'm sorry (or, I regret, I apologize, etc.), excuse me
Good
Say, speak (by extension - words)
Alphabet (Lit, say-sounds)
Ask anyone (idiom, Lit, common say)
Quiet! (command. "shut up")

Felis Word
Adel
Adel Jansaara
Shkwick
Shlahfft
Shlahfftees
Shree
Silven
Sin
Sin Keshokk
Skah
Skahrah
Skal
Ske (present)
Sket (past)
Skik
Skikdu
Skrahl
Skranatha
Slahv
Slahvit
Slahvit Kin
Slahvit Starsin
Slahvit Therah le Hahr
Sneer
Sohn
Sonnahmee
Sovrayn
Spee
Speeliss
Speerus
Ssa
Ssalma
Ssip (v)
Ssstt
Starsi
Starsin
Stass
Stasskin
Stassthen
Sten
Stenet
Stik
Stikken
Ta kro
Tahfi
Tahkee
Tahkee Ashnrrah
Tahndor, tahn
Tahneez (v), tahneezen (n),
tahneezah (n)
Tahteln
Te
Te hahr

Etymis (English) Translation
Angel, Saint
Saint of Silver (Lit, Angel of the Shining Sky)
Soft sliding sound, sussurus of noise (word mimics the sound)
Sleep
Tired, Lit, needs sleep
Love
Forest, trees
One, first
First Duty (i.e., to reproduce)
Thank you, thanks (informal)
Understand
Head
Is, am, be, being (in informal speech it is unspoken)
was, were, been (in informal speech it is unspoken)
Idiot, jerk, etc. (mild insult, can be friendly)
Pretty boy (worthless)
Get up, wake up, arise
Get out (imperative)
Clan
Council
Council of Pride (Elders & warriors combined)
Council of Elders
Council of Warriors (all Tzesar council; Said with a growl)
Nose
Thought
Dream (Lit, thought above the mind)
Independent, free (in spirit or body)
Cold
Snow
Spirit
With
Corpse, dead body
Drink, to drink (v)
Hey
Elder, formal, only used to designate a member of the Council of Elders
Elder
Bad
Trouble, hassle (Lit, bad pride)
Bad omen, a troubled place, slang term for haunted
How
How long
Now
Immediately
Hip, cool
Fruit similar to cherries, grown on trees
Lodge, home
Ruh Starport (House of Big Wings)
Clitoris, clit
Dance, Dancer, a dance
Talking, informal speech, conversation
I, me, my, mine
My heart (formal address) see t’hahr

Felis Word
Adel
Adel Jansaara
Teef
Teehh
Teehhnar
Telem
T'hahr
Theesss
Theesss neeleesah
Thena
Thennar
Thenny
Therah
Therah la hahr
Therah thena
Thlah
Thlahni
Thlarrin
Tientass
Timmay
Tinj
Torlinac
Trofee
Tsan
Tsanneh
Tsoh
Tsohdur
Tsohnur
Tsst
Tsutagu, Tsutagan
Tsuteeya
Tsuteeyan, tsuteeyaning
Tu
Tu eethenny
Tuft
Tussock
Tzesar
Tzesar [Tzeksar]
Tzesareen
Tzesareen t'hahr
Tzesarki
Tzestarsi
Uhhnahdee
Uhnast
Vahss
Veesi (vee-see)
Vole
Volens, volensah, nahvolens
Vulgah
Vulits, Ruh
Wah doh
Wahga, Wahgan

Etymis (English) Translation
Angel, Saint
Saint of Silver (Lit, Angel of the Shining Sky)
Rest, take easy
Give
Surrender, give up, submit
Arrow
My heart (informal address) see te hahr
Loss of a person rather than a thing, evokes sadness
Homesick(ness) (Lit, loss of clan, lost clan)
Die
Fighting between warriors
Fighting between males
Warrior (Said with a growl)
Heart of a warrior (Said with a growl)
Die like a warrior (blessing; Said with a growl)
No, mild
No (strongest term)
Forbidden
See, look at, gaze
Fear
Tinge, a slight but healthy amount
An herb; cilantro-like but sharper
Worthless (Lit, 'beadless', having no status)
Wind
Kin drum with the highest sound
Beautiful
Good day, formal, (Lit, Beautiful day)
Good night, formal, (Lit, Beautiful night)
End (the end), period (punctuation)
Chicken, Rooster
Fish (noun)
Fish (verb), to go fishing
You
You fight over nothing, your argument is petty
Tuft, a bunch of feathers or hair, long wisps of hair on tips of Kin ears
Tussock, a bunch of grass or plants, said of herbs esp.
Ruler of local area clan,
Ruler of clan [Humans cannot detect the subsonic K sound], one tzeksar
exists for each clan
Prince, consort (Diminutive of Tzesar)
Lord of my heart
Ruler of Pride Council
Ruler of Council of Elders
Milk (noun)
Milk (verb)
Here
Time, moment (indefinite, unstated amount) "give me time"
Will (determination)
Willing, very willing, unwilling
People (Kin)
Violets, (from Ruh Rainforest, white)
Thank you (formal)
Cow, cattle

Felis Word
Adel
Adel Jansaara
Wahgaha
Wahn
Wahnee
Wikkikt
Wisp
Xarr
Xarrlee
Xil
Ya
Yen
Yl
Ylkhndah
Ymedor
Ymmer
Zehtis, zehtik
Zehtisik

Etymis (English) Translation
Angel, Saint
Saint of Silver (Lit, Angel of the Shining Sky)
Beef (Cow Meat)
Mouth
Evil spirits who take the souls of the wicked.
What? (Slang, used for effect, essentially "what the...?"
Wisp, A small tuft or lock
Furskin, a Kin's plush covering
Nerves, heebee-jeebees (idiom, Lit, moving skin)
Body (said of a living being) (for dead body, see corpse)
Sweet
Year
And
Farmer's Market, marketplace
Rainforest (say Y sound)
Rain (say Y sound)
Search, investigate
Curious, eager to know or learn

Seasons, Months
Ohree
Mehj
Lohkas
Veris
Estas
Messeen
Hiver
Ohrveris
Mehjveris
Lohkveris
Ohrestas
Mehjestas
Lohkestas
Ohrmesseen
Mehjmesseen
Lohkamesseen
Ohrhiver
Mehjiver
Lokhiver
Sohlstis
Ohvlihk
Vivahlihk

Rising
High
Setting
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Rising Spring
High Spring
Setting Spring
Rising Summer
High Summer
Setting Summer
Rising Autumn
High Autumn
Setting Autumn
Rising Winter
High Winter
Setting Winter
Season
Year
Gestation period

Body Parts
Felis Word
Tarsan
Laktiff
Rakkeya, rakkeyas
Axil
Arteria
Dorsa

Etymis (English) Translation
Ankle
Areola
Arm, arms
Armpit
Artery
Back

Felis Word
Ahnflanjeh
Sangwiss
Sisstehm
Ossoh, ossohs, ossohen
Khortekk
Mastoh
Mastomay
Nayta, naytasu
Surra
Sucal
Orax
Mentsa
Ungwiss
Chela
Ungwisstip
Tahndor, tahn
Sahm
Ahnsahm
Ohtik, ohtikka
Kahta, kahtas
Fret
Pfstt
Fetus
Dehzheet
Flanjah, flanjahs
Prakkeya, prakkeyas
Fron
Xarr
Jenital
Ingwen
Jihn
Krenehss
Manuhs
Sehfal
Hahr
Kalsa
Mala, malana
Yuntora
Pahteh
Pahtehya
Kroos, krooses
Membran
Flanjee
Pulmoh
Wahn
Traktil, traktilehs
Nehvay
Servehss
Pahpeeya
Sneer
Nassal
Ova

Etymis (English) Translation
Big toe
Blood
Body
Bone, bones, bony
Brain
Breast (female)
Breast (male)
Butt, buttocks
Calf
Cheek
Chest
Chin
Claw
Claw (slang, from the word for hook - chela, as in hook knife)
Clawtip
Clitoris, clit
Cock
Cock (large, Kin-sized compared to human)
Ear, ears
Eye(s)
Face
Fang or fangs (no plural form)
Fetus
Finger
Foot, feet
Forearm, forearms
Forehead
Furskin, a Kin's plush covering
Genital
Groin
Gum(s) of mouth
Hair
Hand
Head
Heart
Heel
Jaw, jawline
Joint (of body)
Knee(s)
Kneecap
Leg, legs
Lips
Little toe
Lung
Mouth
Muscle, muscles
Navel, Belly button
Neck
Nipple
Nose
Nostril
Ova (ovum, egg)

Felis Word
Pelt
Ahnxarr
Hammer
Vellus
Cod
Gameet
Mohlaff
Fehmurrh
Gorjh
Ahndehzheet
Flanjeh, flanjehs
Ton
Torso
Langor
Vena
Karpa

Etymis (English) Translation
Pelt
Pelt (big skin)
Penis
Pubic hair
Scrotum
Sperm
Teeth
Thigh
Throat
Thumb (Lit, big finger)
Toe, toes
Tongue
Torso of body
Vagina
Vein
Wrist

Suffixes, and Prefixes
Felis
Da- (prefix)
Ee- (prefix)
-ee (suffix)
-ees (suffix)
-en (suffix)
Es- (prefix)
-ki (suffix)
-lee (suffix)
Pr, preh (prefix)
-vay
-li
-koh
Ehnah-

Etymis (English)
-er, -or (similar to Etymis suffix, as in leader, mentor)
Subordinate, as opposed to leader; may be second in command (i.e., eetzesar assistant tzesar.)
Little, small, also used with names to show affection or indicate young age (i.e., full
first name Ehrstahn, nickname Stahn, boyhood name Stahnee). Not to be confused
with -ees.
Need, lack, empty, hollow. Added to amplify the meaning of a word, or make it
imperative. Ex., Shlahfft (sleep) plus ees: Shlahfftees; “need sleep.” Skrahl (wake up)
plus ees: skrahlees (need to wake up). Not to be confused with -ee.
Used to put verbs in the past tense, only to clarify past from future. Because it is not
always used, reading written Felis can be confusing to humans, who are accustomed
to past tense verbs such as do, did, and done.
-like or -ish, same meaning as "like" in Kin-like (Lit, like-Kin)
Of the people. Used to designate the leader of Pride Council (tzesarki; leader of the
people). Combined with other words to show affiliation to the Kin as a whole.
Moving, changing, altering state. Letoh=kill, letohlee=beginning to kill or the act of
killing (dependent upon context)
Before. Words beginning with R, use P. Words beginning with P, use Preh. In all other
cases, use pr.
Denotes size or weight: bigger, heavier, harder
Denotes size or weight: smaller, lighter, softer
Denotes size or weight: medium, average, general
Negative prefix, sometimes shortened in casual speech to "Nah". Ex.: Ahmahr
=surrender, ehnahahmahr =not surrender (also 'keep fighting, etc.)

Phrases
Felis
Fftt-fftt sha kee
Dashah Etymis, Dashah Felis
Seeyoo, skah, yl tu?
Stass spee

Etymis (English)
Cool! Wow! Wonderful! (Happy, exclamatory phrase)
Etymis language teacher, Felis language teacher
Fine, thank you, and you?
Gives me the chills (idiom) Lit 'bad cold'

Felis
Mowr anodahkah
Dil shlahfft tu?
Hhh shlahfftees.
Hahr, te hahr, t’hahr
Dok cho
Dok cho, sten til du?
Mollwahn skikdu nahzehtisik
Sten hheen?
Sten neeleesah (slahv)?
Stenet tu Felidae vahss?
Te sayr
Te nah shah Etymis (Felis)
Te nah leese Etymis (Felis)
Teehh te hahr dhoksi ke
therah.
Te shah Etymis (Felis)
Te leese Etymis (Felis)
En Etymis
En Felis
Hhh cohahkka Kin hheen?
Daskeh
Te slahv
Te hhah
Kanya cohahkka pinus
Kesspan tu mohlahff feh
ossohs.
Speerus kinthu.
Wah doh
Nahsgee dahkeenee skin
Ah fay
Tu hhah?
Nahtay shah cohahkka tahteln
Tsan yl Kahhoom
Tu eethenny
Tu skra
Tu hhh keen teef.
Tu cohvahss

Etymis (English)
Happy birthday
Have you been sleeping?
He looks tired. (He tired-like)
Heart, my heart (affectionate; first useage is formal, second casual,
familiar)
Hello
Hello, how are you?
Pretty-faced politician is stupid
How is sex? (a polite topic on Felidae)
How is your family (clan)? (How family)
How long are you staying on Felidae? (How long you Felidae stay)
I am sorry, I apologize, I regret, etc. (catchall phrase, Kin rarely express
regret vocally since their scent speaks for them)
I don’t speak Etymis (Felis)
I don't understand Etymis (Felis)
I give my heart to my lover the warrior. (Lit, give my heart lover the
warrior)
I speak Etymis (Felis)
I understand Etymis (Felis)
In Etymis
In Felis
Is he as good as a Kin in bed? (He compares Kin sex)
Mentor to a warrior (Lit, be-er, one who exists) Equivalent to the Thieves'
Guild word Sen'dai, teacher of the way.
My clan is
My name (is)
Oak versus pine
Sharpen your teeth on her bones. (A Kin blessing for a warrior)
Spirit of pride.
Thank you (formal)
There are only ten holy days (only holy days ten)
This means what? (idiom, Lit, exact what)
What is your name?
What you do speaks louder than your words (idiom,Lit, life says more
than talking)
Wind and Thunder (Rock group)
You fight over nothing, your argument is petty
You get, receive, etc. With a question mark, becomes a question
You should make him rest. (You him make rest)
You're welcome
... makes my claws go down (relaxes me, makes me less afraid)

Numbers
Number
Nahsin
Sin
San
Sun
Kas
Dan
Ter

Equivalent
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Number
Kees
Gaz
Noof
Skin
Skinsin
Skinsan
Skinsun
Skinkas
Skindan
Skinter
Skinkees
Skingaz
Skinnoof
Skan
Sunk
Kask
Dank
Terk
Keesk
Gazk
Noofk
Skinansin
Sanskinsin
Sunskinsin
Skinskinsin
Noofanskinpla

Equivalent
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
200
300, etc
1,000
1,000,000

Punctuation and Placemarkers
Felis
Tsst
Ultsst
Skaroof

Etymis (English)
Dot (also used for period, as in "end")
Comma
Currency Sign
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